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Product Index

Spotting Scopes 

Gosky 20-60x80 Spotting Scope

Gosky's Newest 20-60x80 Dual Focusing Spotting Scope

Top of the Line Gosky 20-60×80 Dual Focusing ED Spotting Scope

Binoculars and Monoculars

Compact Roof Prism 10x42 Binocular.

Compact Roof Prism EagleView ED 10x42 Binocular.

Gosky 12x55 Monocular with ED Glass

GIT DT40 12X32 Binocular with HD Digital Camera

NightVision Equipment

Night Vision NV400B 7x31 Infrared Digital Night Vision Binocular with integrated Camera.

Night Vision DT18 Monocular with integrated Camera.

Night Vision DT29 Binocular with integrated Camera.

Night Vision GIT DT88 Binocular with integrated Camera.

Telescopes

DWARF II Classic -AI powered Smart Telescope driven by a smartphone app

Sarblue Maksutov-Cassegrain Mak60 Telescope 

Sarblue Maksutov-Cassegrain Telescope for Astronomy Enthusiasts Dobsonian Mount

Sarblue Maksutov-Cassegrain Telescope for  Astronomy Enthusiasts Full Mount

Sarblue Maksutov-Cassegrain Telescope Mak 70, 1000mm with Tripod

Accessories

Gosky Universal Cell Phone Adapter Mounts

Universal Cell Phone Quick Adapter Mount

Gosky Universal Telescope Phone Adapter

Car / Vehicle Window Mount Tripod

Telescope Accessories

• Solar Filters

• Bahtinov Masks

• Other Adapters

https://www.takealot.com/x/PLID72928119
https://www.takealot.com/x/PLID72928122
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Sarblue Maksutov-Cassegrain Telescope for  Astronomy Enthusiasts

The SarBlue Maksutov-Cassegrain telescope offers astronomy enthusiasts a quality beginner 

scope in a small package with quality optics at an affordable price. Use it for Astronomy as well 

as a Spotting Scope 

Sarblue Maksutov-Cassegrain Telescope for  Astronomy Enthusiasts Dobsonian Mount

The SarBlue Maksutov-Cassegrain telescope offers astronomy enthusiasts a quality beginner 

scope in a small package with quality optics at an affordable price. Use it for Astronomy as well 

as a Spotting Scope 

Sarblue Maksutov-Cassegrain Telescope for  Astronomy Enthusiasts Full Mount

The SarBlue Maksutov-Cassegrain telescope offers astronomy enthusiasts a quality 

beginner scope in a small package with quality optics at an affordable price. Use it for 

Astronomy as well as a Spotting Scope 

Sarblue Maksutov-Cassegrain Telescope Mak 70, 1000mm with Tripod

The mak telescope stands out from other telescopes by providing sharp and crystal clear 
views with almost no chromatic aberration. You can enjoy viewing both distant celestial objects 
including the moon, Saturn, Jupiter, and vivid terrestrial targets in nature.
This Mak 70 telescope is an upgraded version of Maksutov Planet Mate Mak 60 Telescope 
and with the finderscope, aiming and tracking your target is a breeze.

Compact Roof Prism 10x42 Binocular.

10X power magnification and large field of view, specially designed for outdoor activities such as 

climbing, hiking, driving, watching wildlife and scenery.

Compact Roof Prism EagleView ED 10x42 Binocular.

Premium ED (extra-low dispersion) glass binoculars: The Ed glass really helps with minimizing 
glare and ghost images, Reduces chromatic aberration and offers a sharper, clearer and more 
accurate color reproduction.

DWARF II Classic  - AI powered Smart Telescope driven by a smartphone app

The easy route to Astrophotography for beginners and advanced users. Are you an 

amateur astronomer, bird watcher, wildlife photographer, or just a photography 

enthusiast that needs to capture things you can’t get close enough to like a ball game? 

Well, DWARF II is exactly what you need

https://www.takealot.com/x/PLID72928119
https://www.takealot.com/x/PLID72928122
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Gosky Universal Cell Phone Adapter Mounts

Compatible Binocular Monocular Spotting Scope 

Telescope Microscope-Fits almost all Smartphone 

Gosky's Newest 20-60x80 Dual Focusing Spotting Scope

This updated Gosky 20-60x80 Dual Focusing Spotting Scope comes with more 

powerful magnifications, better optical performance and more accurate focusing 

system.

Top of the Line Gosky 20-60×80 Dual Focusing ED Spotting Scope

This is Gosky’s top of line 20-60x80 Dual Focusing ED Spotting Scope and comes with more 

powerful magnifications, better optical performance and a more accurate focusing system.

Gosky 20-60x80 Spotting Scope

The latest Waterproof Scope for Target Shooting, Hunting, Bird Watching, 

Wildlife & Scenery

Gosky 12x55 Monocular with ED Glass

2x55 high power magnification - have the best view in your outdoor adventures. 
To see 12x closer with a clear and bright image with the generous, light-
gathering 55mm objective wide lens. 

https://www.takealot.com/x/PLID72928119
https://www.takealot.com/x/PLID72928122
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GIT DT40 12X32 Binocular with HD Digital Camera

With these binoculars, you not only get to see the bigger picture at the moment, but you 

can capture crisp HD video and 8MP still images, so you can treasure those memories 

for years to come, and share them with friends and family, too

GIT DT88 Night Vision Binocular with integrated Camera.

GIT DT88 Night vision scope with night vision camera
IP65 Waterproof, 3.0 inch Screen binocular with 300 meters Viewing Distance 

Night Vision DT29 Binocular with integrated Camera.

GIT DT29 Infrared Digital Night Vision Binoculars This digital night device is designed for both 

day and night use. It has photo, video and playback functions

Night Vision DT18 Monocular with integrated Camera.

Handheld Monoculars, Still Image and Video Recording, Infrared Camera, 

rechargable Battery

NV400B 7x31 Infrared Digital Night Vision Binocular with integrated Camera.

Handheld Binoculars, Still Image and Video Recording, Infrared Camera, Widescreen, 

32G Memory Card

https://www.takealot.com/x/PLID72928119
https://www.takealot.com/x/PLID72928122
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GoSky 20-60 x 80 Spotting Scope

Gosky 20-60×80 Spotting Scope

includes:  

• Tripod, 

• Carrying Bag 

• Smartphone Adapter 

The latest Waterproof Scope for Target Shooting, Hunting, Bird Watching, Wildlife & Scenery

The Gosky 20-60x80 has a variable 20x to 60x magnification and dynamic lens focusing system, making it easy to zoom in on 

your target. Its perfect for bird watching, target shooting, archery, hunting, the game reserve, observing wildlife, hiking, 

camping, outdoor activities and astronomical observation.

A fully multi-coated 80mm green film objective lens provides a field of view at 25.2m-14.6m @ 914 meters. The quality BAK4 

Porro prism optics increases light transmission and make your view brighter, clearer and delivers crisp images.

A nitrogen filled waterproof and fog-proof design enables the scope to withstand the toughest environments. Its durable 

Framework and Rubber Armor provide a non-slip shock-proof grip and durable external lasting protection. The eyepiece 

shield is adjustable to cater for glasses.

A smartphone digiscoping adapter is included enabling you to take photos and videos of  your target, bringing you closer to 

nature and enabling you to easily explore and share the world around you through smartphone. 

The box includes a metal tabletop tripod for stable observation, eyepiece and lens protective covers, a cleaning cloth and a 

convenient carry case.

          20x                        40x                      60X

Bird Hide Photography with a Smartphone
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GoSky 20-60 x 80 HD Spotting Scope

Gosky's Newest 20-60x80 Dual Focusing Spotting Scope

Waterproof Ultra HD Optics Zoom Scope with Carrying Case and Smartphone 

Adapter

This updated Gosky 20-60x80 Dual Focusing Spotting Scope comes with more powerful 

magnifications, better optical performance and more accurate focusing system. It has a durable 

framework and rubber armor, which forms a non-slip, shock-proof grip and provides for durable 

external lasting protection, enable the scope to withstand the toughest environments. This 

spotting scope is the best choice for outdoor enthusiasts and bird watchers. It is perfect for target shooting, archery, hunting, 

bird watching, game and wildlife viewing, hiking, camping, viewing scenery, outdoor sporting events and astronomical 

observation

Gosky’s new design dual speed focusing spotting scope - New design coaxial two-speed focusing wheels allow for SMOOTH 

& ACCURATE focusing. The upgraded high configuration lens provides better, brighter and clearer optics    

Fully multi-coated 80mm big objective lens provides a field of view at 105-52ft/1000yard. The quality BAK4 Porro Prism and 

12pcs/6groups lens increase light transmission, deliver bright, clear, crisp images even in low-light conditions

Variable 20x to 60x zoom magnification allows you to view a wide field of view at a lower power and zoom in on details at a 

higher power. Perfect for target shooting, archery, hunting, bird watching, wildlife watching, hiking, camping, scenery, outdoor 

sporting, astronomical observation 

Nitrogen filled waterproof and fog-proof design enables the scope to withstand the toughest environments. Durable 

Framework and Rubber Armor provide non-slip grip, shock-proof grip and durable external lasting protection

Comes with a new large smartphone digiscoping adapter, this enables you to take photos and videos through the Spotting 

Scope. 

A carry case, eyepiece and lens protection covers and cleaning cloth make your scope more convenient to carry and maintain. 

The adjustable eyecup folds up and down for comfortable viewing with or without glasses

6
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GoSky 20-60 x 80 ED HD Spotting Scope
Top of the Line Gosky 20-60×80 Dual Focusing ED 

Spotting Scope - Ultra High Definition Optics

This is Gosky’s top of line 20-60x80 Dual Focusing ED Spotting Scope and comes with more 

powerful magnifications, better optical performance and a more accurate focusing system. It has a 

durable framework and rubber armour, which provide for a non-slip, shock-proof grip providing 

durable external lasting protection, enabling the scope to withstand the toughest environments. 

This spotting scope is the best choice for outdoor enthusiasts and bird watchers. It is perfect for 

target shooting, archery, hunting, bird watching, game and wildlife viewing, hiking, camping, 

viewing landscape scenery, outdoor sporting activities, astronomical observation etc.

80mm big objective lens and fully multi-coated optics with BAK4 Porro Prism with a 

9 element/5 group lens increases light transmission, delivering bright, clear, crisp images even in 

low-light conditions

Dual speed focus system - New design coaxial two-speed focusing wheels allow for SMOOTH & 

ACCURATE focusing. Fast focusing wheel helps you lock the target quickly, fine focusing wheel 

zooms in on the target and gets more detail

Variable 20x to 60x zoom magnification allows you to view a wide field of view at a lower power 

and zoom in on details at a higher power. Perfect for target shooting, archery, hunting, bird 

watching, wildlife iewing, hiking, camping, viewing landscape scenery, outdoor sporting events 

and astronomical observation amongst others.

Nitrogen filled waterproof and fog-proof design enables the scope to withstand the toughest 

environments. Durable Framework and Rubber Armor provide for a non-slip, shock-proof grip 

and durable external lasting protection. The adjustable eyecup folds up and down for comfortable 

viewing with or without glasses

Comes with a New Design Large smartphone digiscoping adapter,enabling you to take photos 

and videos of what you are observing. Bring nature closer to you and explore the distant world 

easily through your phone screen. 

Includes a carry case, eyepiece and lens protection covers, cleaning cloth making your scope more 

convenient to carry and maintain 
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10x42 Compact Binocular

Compact Roof Prism 10x42 Binocular

10X power magnification and large field of view, specially 
designed for outdoor activities such as climbing, hiking, driving, 
watching wildlife and scenery. This power also can be used for 
watching large stage play, vocal concert, a football game, etc.

HD Superior Optics
Best 42mm fully multi-layer coatings green film objective lens and 
18mm blue film eyepiece, Large smart phrase BAK4 prism, 
guarantee the key elements of an optical device, make your view 
brighter, clearer and deliver crisp images.

Durable Framework and Rubber Armor 
Its tight fitting protection makes it usable to withstand the toughest 
weather conditions. The shock-absorbing rubber armor for 
maximum protection.

Lifetime Warranty And Lifetime Technical Support
Shop with confidence, you have it covered by Gosky lifetime 
warranty and a full money-back and replacement guarantee, on all 
orders to allow you to test the suitability of our product.

In the box
1 x 10 x 42 Binoculars
1 x Carrying Case
1 x Set of Rubber Lens Covers
1 x Cleaning Cloth
1 x Neck Strap.
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Gosky EagleView ED 10x42 Binoculars 
Gosky EagleView ED 10x42 Binoculars with Smartphone 
adapter

About this item

Premium ED (extra-low dispersion) glass binoculars: The Ed glass really helps with 
minimizing glare and ghost images, Reduces chromatic aberration and offers a sharper, 
clearer and more accurate color reproduction.

Optimum magnification: 10x42 binoculars are best for bird watching during long viewing 
sessions. Many experienced bird watchers prefer them. This magnification is also good 
for other universal outdoor applications like stargazing, climbing, hunting and indoor 
applications like watching large stage play, vocal concert, a football game, etc.

Superior optics: with a wide field of view, advanced fully multi-coated glass lenses, 
dielectric coating, smart Phase correction BaK4 Prism and ED glass, you can enjoy 
breathtaking clarity and brightness

The Gosky 10X42 compact roof prism binocular, equipped with FMC(fully multi-coated) 
green film lens and clear prism, 10X power and solid construction, is a good gadget 
which enable you to observe target in distant world with more true-to-life details.

1)COMPACT ROOF PRISM 10X42 BINOCULAR -- 10X power magnification and 
326ft/1000yds large field of view, specially designed for outdoor activities such as 
climbing, hiking, driving, watching wildlife and scenery. This power also can be used for 
watching large stage play, vocal concert, a football game, etc

2)QUALITY OPTICS -- 42mm Fully multi-layer coatings green film objective lens and 
18mm blue film eyepiece garentee the key parts of an optical device, make your view 
brighter, clearer and deliver crisp images.

3)Durable Framework and Rubber Armor - Its tight fitting protection makes it usable to 
withstand the toughest weather conditions. The shock-absorbing rubber armor for 
maximum protection.

4) Argon purged better waterproofing and thermal stability: argon purging provides 
waterproof, fog proof protection in any weather, and any environment. Rubber armored 
body strengthen its durability

5) With Carrying Case, Eyepiece and Lens Protection Covers, Cleaning Cloth and 
Binocular Neck Strap.

6) Comes with a Gosky quick alignment smartphone adapter.

With a soft carrying case, neck strap belt, Flip down lens caps and cleaning cloth, this 
power binocular can be carried and stored safely and conveniently

What's in the box
1 x Binocular 10x42
1 x Smartphone adapter
1 x Carrying Case
1 x Neck Strap
1 x Cleaning Cloth
2 x Lens Cover
1 x User Manual

https://www.takealot.com/gosky-eagleview-ed-10x42-binoculars-with-smartphone-adapter/PLID73687113
https://www.takealot.com/gosky-eagleview-ed-10x42-binoculars-with-smartphone-adapter/PLID73687113
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Monocular - 12x55 ED Glass

Gosky 12x55 High Definition Monocular 
Telescope

2020 Waterproof Monocular - BAK4 Prism for Wildlife 
Bird Watching Hunting Camping Travel Secenery

About this item

12x55 high power magnification - have the best view in 
your outdoor adventures. To see 12x closer with a clear 
and bright image with the generous, light-gathering 
55mm objective wide lens. Perfect for hiking, hunting, 
climbing, bird watching, ball games, concerts, watching 
wildlife and scenery.
High powered monocular promises brighter, crystal clear 
views during all your outdoor adventures.

Ideal for outdoor enthusiasts and wilderness explorers, a 
handheld and must-have for bird watching, wildlife, hunting, 
hiking, mountaineering, camping, surveillance and 
traveling.

The long eye-relief with the twist-up eye cup makes this 
high-end monocular set stand out among competition!

Argon purging provides waterproof, fog proof, dustproof 
and shockproof protection in any weather, and any 
environment. Rubber armored body strengthen its 
durability.
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GIT DT40 12x30 Binocular with Camera

GIT DT40 12X32 Binocular with HD Digital Camera

With these binoculars, you not only get to see the bigger picture at 
the moment, but you can capture crisp HD video and 8MP still 
images, so you can treasure those memories for years to come, and 
share them with friends and family, too.

Features:

•Full HD 1080P (@30fps) for videos, Max up to 2.5K UHD
•2592x1944 (JPG) for photos, Max up to 48MP
•2.4” IPS LCD display (320x240 Pixel)
•Digital zoom up to 8x magnification
•Low light amplification (better view at low light (0.01 lux)
•Supports Micro SD card up to max.128GB
•Built in 1000mAh rechargeable battery (up to 8h recording)
•7h of 1080p (@30fps) video recordings equal ≈ 32GB
•Optical glass with 12x magnification
•Distance covered: from 96 to 1000 meters

Technical specifications:

•1/2,8” CMOS Sensor 48MP
•Lens: f=25mm, F/NO 3.0, FOV=17,5°, low light amplification (0.01 lux)
•Video resolution: 1920x1080/30fps, 1280x720/60fps, 1280x720/30fps
•Photo resolution: 48M/20M/18M/16M/12M/8M/5M/3M
•Video length: 1, 3, 5 or 10 min. settable
•File format: JPG/MP4
•Working time: Video: 7-8h; Photo: Depending on the resolution
•MicroSD** card (up to 128GB, Class10) [**not included]
•Video recording: 1080p: 5min. ≈ ca. 250MB; ca. 7h ≈ 32GB
•Photo recording: 5M: 1x photo ≈ 2MB; ca. 15000 ≈ 32GB
•Working temperature: –7°C up to +60°C

Package contents:
•1x 12x32 Binoculars with HD Digital Camera
•1x Mini USB cable•1x Neck strap
•1x Cloth
•1x User manual
•1x Color Box
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Night Vision NV400 Binoculars

Handheld Binoculars, Still Image and Video Recording, Infrared Camera, Widescreen, 32G Memory Card

Ever been to the bush and wanted to be able to see in to the dark but not been able to without a torch?? Put an end to this nuisance and get back 
to enjoying the sights with a pair of NV400-B Digital Night Vision Binoculars.

Our NV400-B provides an impressive suite of options designed to enhance your viewing pleasure, and it all begins with a large screen that 
displays a crystal clear view that you’ll be able to watch without having to press the eyepiece against your face. The display can viewed and 
enjoyed under the cloak of night as well as bright, sunny skies, as digital technology allows the NV400-B Digital Night Vision Binoculars to 
function safely in both conditions, unlike older generations of devices that can suffer from permanent damage as a result of the sun’s UV rays.

Enjoy sights from afar with up to 7x magnification (with digital zoom), and nighttime viewing is enhanced up to 400 meters with the help of the 
infrared illuminator. Capture all of your favorite imagery and sounds to the included 32GB TF card, then easily transfer them to your PC or even 
stream directly to your TV or computer monitor via video output. 

The NV400-B Digital Night Vision Binoculars are ultra-light and come housed in a rugged exterior for protection, and are capable of providing up 
to 10 hours of use on 8 standard AA batteries. Great for outdoor recreational enthusiasts and those who work outside.

Features:

Up to 7x magnification
Day and Night use
Infrared illuminator allows viewing in the dark up to 400mtr
Display images and videos on TV
Easy transfer of files to PC/Laptop
Tripod mountable(1 tripod Jack)

Product Specifications:

Model: NV400-B
 
Optical Performance

Magnification (with digital zoom) 3.5x ~ 7x
Digital Zoom 2x
Objective Lens 31mm
Angle Of View 9°
Exit Pupil Distance 30mm
F# for Objective lens 1.2
Viewing Range in daytime 3mtr ~ ∞
Viewing Range in Darkness Up to 400mtr
 
Imager

High sensivity Sensor CMOS
Size 1/3″
Resolution 640×480
Displayer Resolution of Screen 320×240
Lighting System Luminance 3W Infrared LED
IR Wavelength 850nm
 
Power

Working Voltage 4.5v – 6.0v
Power Supply 8x AA Batteries
Battery Life 10 hours (with IR Off)
Signal Processing Output USB
AV Supporting NTSC/PAL
Storage TF Card 4GB – 32GB
 
Packaging

Dimensions 210mm x 145mm x 65mm
Net Weight 750g (without battery)
Includes: Binocular, USB Cable, AV Cable, TF Card, Carrying Case, Manual

In the box
1 x NV400-B Night Vision Binocular with 32GB card
1 x USB cable
1 x AV cable
1 x Manual
1 x Soft Carry Case

       NV400B 7x31 Infrared Digital Night Vision Binocular with 
integrated Camera.

15 meters in full darkness
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Night Vision DT18 Monocular 

Night Vision DT18 Monocular with integrated 
Camera.

GIT DT18 Night Vision Monocular with Intergrated 
Camera

GIT's DT18 combines a night vision monocular & digital 
camera system for viewing and capturing photos or 
videos from a distance. Easily record 2K Quad HD 
videos and capture hi-res photos in 48 MP resolution. It 
features a 4x magnification and 8x digital zoom for a total 
32x total magnification. The 850nm infrared LED 
illuminates your view in the dark to capture videos & 
photos up to 300m away. A 1.54-inch LCD monitor is 
embedded into the viewfinder eyepiece.With an 
integrated tripod mount, it easily mounts onto a tripod for 
hands-free operation.

FEATURES

Digital Camera Features
•2.5K QHD Video Resolution
•48 MP Photo Resolution
•1.54” LCD Monitor Eyepiece
•850nm Infrared 3W LED Illuminator
•8x Digital Zoom
•Time-Lapse Recording•Burst Shot Capture
•Micro SD Expandable to 128GBMonocular Features
•4x Magnification
•20mm Objective Lens F/1.4 Telephoto
•10.4° / 165m. @914m. FOV
•0.5 Ocular Adjustable Range
•BK7 ED Multi-Coated AR Lens
•40mm Exit Pupil
•Observation Distance: 2 ~ 300m.
•IR Distance: 2 ~ 200m.

Included in the Package
•Monocular
•USB Cable
•Carrying Case
•Wrist Strap
•Cleaning Cloth
•User Manual
•128GB SD Card
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Night Vision DT29 Monocular 

Night Vision DT29 Binocular with integrated 
Camera.

GIT DT29 Infrared Digital Night Vision Binoculars 

This digital night device is designed for both day and night 
use. It has photo, video and playback functions.

4X Optical Magnification 8X Digital Zoom 
A Full Colored Night Vision 3.0'' Display Screen for 
Playback and viiewing. Appliocations include  leisure, 
Speleology, Fishing, Hunting, Security, Search and 
rescue and Wildlife viewing.

This digital night device is designed for both day and night use. It has 
photo, video and playback functions. The 4X Optical Magnifcation 
and 8X digital zoom allow you to view objects clearly.With a special 
infrared illuminator, the user can see distant target in full darkness from 150m to 300m.It 
is perfect for camping, hiking, caving, animal observation and other nighttime 
activities. 

Features:
1. Powerful night vision binoculars, 4x Optical Zoom, 8x Digital zoom, long 
range viewing up to 250-300 meters.
2. Taking daytime color image or video and black/white image or video at night
3. Built-in 3.0'' IPS screen with setting menu in 11languages, easy to use
4. It is suitable for hunting and scouting game, surveillance, camping, night 
fishing and boating, wildlife observation and rescue.
5. Battery life: 1*18650 rechargeable lithium battery 2500mAh (included)
6. Handy and safe — Can be mounted on a tripod
7. Silicone Backlit Buttons design

Resolution
2.5K UHD/1920x1080@30FPS/1280*720@30FPS
Still image size    40M, 30M, 25M, 20M,10M, 8M, 5M, 3M (JPG) 
Aperture  F 1.2 f=25mm 
Digital zoom 4x

Display: Inner screen 3.0" (640*480) high-definition IPS
Observation distance: Full darkness 250-300M
Low light or daytime observation distance 0.5 meters to infinity
Infrared light - 850nm
Power supply  - 1*18650 rechargeable lithium battery 2500mAh 
USB interface - TYPE-C 2.0
Storage medium - 64GB SD Card
 
IncludedIn the Box
1 x DT29 Night Vision Binocular
1 x Case
1 x Strap
1 x USB to Micro SD Adapter
1 x USB Cable
1 x Lens Cloth
1 x 64GB SD Card

mailto:UHD/1920x1080@30FPS/1280*720@30FPS
mailto:UHD/1920x1080@30FPS/1280*720@30FPS
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GIT DT88 Night Vision Binocular 

Night Vision DT88 Binocular with integrated camera.

GIT DT88 Night vision scope with night vision camera

IP65 Waterproof, 3.0 inch Screen binocular with 300 meters 
Viewing Distance

Features: 

Digital Zoom: 1-8x
Optical Magnification:4X
Objective Lens Diameter: 35mm
Still Image Size:  40M/30M/25M/20M/10M
Video Resolution: 1920x1080P up to 2.5K  interpolated AVI 
Format 
At full Darkness: 200-300M
At low light or daylight: 5 Meters-infinity
Built-in 3inch LCD 
IPS Screen Resolution 800*640
IR LED: 3W Infared LED with 850nm
Waterproof: IP65
128GB SD card included

Functions: Night Vision Binocular + Video+ Photo, Day light 
compatible

Great for taking pictures & videos. 
Enjoy outdoor activities, like game reserve visits, night drives, hiking, 
hunting, security and so on. 

Full Accessories:
1* Digital Night Vision Binocular
1* USB Cable
1* Carrying strap
1* User Manual
1* Carrying Bag
1* Lens cleaning clothes
1* Tripod
1* 18650 Battery
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DWARF II - Smart AI Telescope
DWARF II Classic  - AI powered Smart Telescope 

driven by a smartphone app

The easy route to Astrophotography for beginners and advanced users

Are you an amateur astronomer, bird watcher, wildlife 

photographer, or just a photography enthusiast that needs to capture 

things you can’t get close enough to like a ball game? Well, DWARF II 

is exactly what you need.

The Dwarf II fills a gap in the Astrophotography world. Most people 

who want to image the stars as a hobby can become intimidated by 

expensive gear, complicated setups, and knowledge of complicated 

processing software. The Dwarf II breaks down all three of these 

barriers.

Versatile enough Take Shots of DSO, Birds and Animals

DWARF II is a compact smart telescope with dual cameras and AI 

power. You can take shots of deep sky objects, Planets, Galaxies and 

Nebulas as well as watch and record videos of birds and animals.

Easy to Control with Your Mobile Device

Connect your smartphone/tablet with DWARF II via WiFi, then you 

can wirelessly control the DWARF II through DWARFLAB's App 

(available in Android & iOS) and take pictures or videos.

Dual Camera System

DWARF II has two cameras, a wide-angle camera, and a telephoto 

camera. Through the wide-angle camera, you can take pictures/videos 

as a normal camera, or preview the field of view. Find the target in the 

middle of the wide-angle view, then the telephoto camera aims at 

your target. The telephoto image is always at a fixed place (near the 

center ) of the wide-angle image. 

Auto Star Tracking & Stacking for Astrophotography

Due to Earth’s rotation, the stars move slowly through the sky. 

DWARF II can automatically track the stars. It can rotate around the 

altitude and azimuth along the movement of stars. DWARF II uses a 

field-rotation-correction algorithm to avoid the field rotation. Then 

you can use DWARF II to track deep-sky objects with long exposure 

time. Use the built in stacking capability to view to ""develop"" your 

target nebula in real-time. Use the built in catalogue to locate your 

deep sky target.

Automatic registration after multiple exposures

DWARF II stacks the images into abright and clear image. It helps you 

to record deep-sky objects easily.Compact, Portable, 

PowerfulWeighing in at 1.5 kg (3.3 lbs) you can take DWARF II 

anywhere, in its custom-padded bag or in a backpack
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SarBlue Mak60 Telescope

Sarblue Maksutov-Cassegrain Telescope for  Astronomy 
Enthusiasts

Mak60 Telescope, 60mm Aperture 750mm Focal Length, with Phone Mount 
Tripod, for observing the Moon, Planets and Stars

The SarBlue Maksutov-Cassegrain telescope offers astronomy enthusiasts a quality beginner 
scope in a small package with quality optics at an affordable price. Use it for Astronomy as well 
as a Spotting Scope  

Bird Hide Photography

Good Optics

A Powerful Telescope for Viewing Planets: Good optics is what makes 

this telescope shine. The Mak-Cass design corrects visual defects like 

chromatic aberration and coma. Fully Multi Coated high-precision 

optical components ensure crystal-clear high-contrast views. Great for 

viewing craters on the moon, Saturn's rings or Jupiter's moons.

Educational Discovery Panel

Discover the Wonder of Optics: The telescope has the unique feature 

comprising a removable discovery panel. It reveals the fascinating 

internal construction of the Maksutov-Cassegrain optical system and 

helps you understand how it works. It provides a great educational 

kit for astronomy beginners. Remember not to touch the mirror.

Terrestrial and Celestial Applications

Versatility Meets Portability: Maksutov-Cassegrain is a favorite for 

both terrestrial and celestial use. You can also enjoy daytime viewing 

of subjects like birds and scenery. It's not only more powerful than a 

equivalent refractor, but also more compact and lightweight. The 

folded light path folds its 750mm focal length in its short 210mm tube, 

making it particarly portable for travel.

Accessories:

Included is a superior quality 20mm eyepiece which provides 37.5X 

magnification. A universal phone mount is included to capture the 

moment, along with a tabletop tripod for stable viewing (You can also 

mount it on a larger tripod. The tube has a universal 1/4 inch screw 

hole).

Satisfaction:

With an attractive appearance and great viewing power, this Mak 

telescope is sure to impress as a gift for your loved ones. Setup 

requires no-tools. It's easy to use for any astronomy beginners. 
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SarBlue Mak60 Telescope

Sarblue Maksutov-Cassegrain Telescope for  Astronomy 
Enthusiasts With Dobsonian and Full Height Mounts

Mak60 Telescope, 60mm Aperture 750mm Focal Length, with Phone Mount 
Tripod, for observing the Moon, Planets and Stars

The SarBlue Maksutov-Cassegrain telescope offers astronomy enthusiasts a quality beginner 
scope in a small package with quality optics at an affordable price. Use it for Astronomy as well 
as a Spotting Scope  

Good Optics

A Powerful Telescope for Viewing Planets: Good optics is what makes 

this telescope shine. The Mak-Cass design corrects visual defects like 

chromatic aberration and coma. Fully Multi Coated high-precision 

optical components ensure crystal-clear high-contrast views. Great for 

viewing craters on the moon, Saturn's rings or Jupiter's moons.

Educational Discovery Panel

Discover the Wonder of Optics: The telescope has the unique feature 

comprising a removable discovery panel. It reveals the fascinating 

internal construction of the Maksutov-Cassegrain optical system and 

helps you understand how it works. It provides a great educational 

kit for astronomy beginners. Remember not to touch the mirror.

Terrestrial and Celestial Applications

Versatility Meets Portability: Maksutov-Cassegrain is a favorite for 

both terrestrial and celestial use. You can also enjoy daytime viewing 

of subjects like birds and scenery. It's not only more powerful than a 

equivalent refractor, but also more compact and lightweight. The 

folded light path folds its 750mm focal length in its short 210mm tube, 

making it particarly portable for travel.

Accessories:

Included is a superior quality 20mm eyepiece which provides 37.5X 

magnification. A universal phone mount is included to capture the 

moment, along with a tabletop tripod for stable viewing (You can also 

mount it on a larger tripod. The tube has a universal 1/4 inch screw 

hole).

Satisfaction:

With an attractive appearance and great viewing power, this Mak 

telescope is sure to impress as a gift for your loved ones. Setup 

requires no-tools. It's easy to use for any astronomy beginners. 
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SarBlue Mak70 Telescope

Sarblue Maksutov-Cassegrain Telescope for  
Astronomy Enthusiasts with a Full Height Mounts

70mm Aperture, 1000mm Focal Length, with Finderscope, Phone 
Adapter, 10 and 20mm eyepieces

The mak telescope stands out from other telescopes by providing sharp and crystal clear 
views with almost no chromatic aberration. You can enjoy viewing both distant celestial 
objects including the moon, Saturn, Jupiter, and vivid terrestrial targets in nature.

This Mak 70 telescope is an upgraded version of Maksutov 
Planet Mate Mak 60 Telescope and with the finderscope, aiming 
and tracking your target is a breeze.

Included 10 and 20mm eyepiece renders 100x and 50x power. 
The telescope is small but powerful for its size, having 1000mm 
focal length in a small 230mm tube. You can use other 1.25'' 
eyepiece to change magnification.

The telescope features an included universal phone mount which 

helps you easily capture the moment and share with your loved 

ones.

A design of simplicity, power and ingenuity

The Maksutov telescope is named after Dmitri Maksutov, a 

Soviet/Russian optician and astronomer who invented this 

telescope design in 1941. Though not as widely known as the 

refractor or Newtonian reflector, the Maksutov-Cassegrain offers 

superb optical performance. The design corrects the known optical 

problems such as coma (found in reflector telescopes) while also 

correcting chromatic aberration (found in refractors). The result is 

high-contrast detailed views of both terrestrial or celestial targets. 

In a extremely compact tube, the mak70 offers great viewing 

capacity as a beginner telescope. You can see more than just the 

moon! In ideal conditions, it can even help you explore Saturn, 

Jupiter's moons and more.

What's in the box

1 x Telescope with Tube cover

1 x Erect Image Diagonal

1 x 20mm Eyepiece (50X Magnification)

1 x 10mm Eyepiece (100X Magnification)

1 x Full Size Tripod

1 x Phone Adaptor

1 x Instruction Manual

1 x Finderscope
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Universal Cell Phone Quick Adapter Mount

It fits almost all Smartphones on the Market, enabling you to use your 
smartphone camera to record images from most eyepieces on optical 
equipment.

Get Your Mobile Phone camera connected to your eyepiece and easily 
record images on equipment ranging from microscopes to telescopes. 
Explore the nature of the world easily through your screen.

Compatible with microscopes, telescopes, binoculars, monoculars, spotting 
scopes. It can be adapted to fit eyepiece diameters from 28mm-45mm. 
Please make sure that the dimension of the device is in this range

The adapter fits almost all brands of smartphones on the market with or 
without a case from small to large such as all iPhone series, Samsung Note, 
Sony and many other brands. Smartphones with widths ranging from 54mm-
95mm can be connected to the adaptor for use with multiple types of 
eyepieces on various equipment.

Capturing and Sharing.
Get your mobile phone connected to your telescope easily. Take images or 
videos of the view and share them to your friends and families

Quick Alignment Version and Super easy to use.
Align the camera and optics in a few seconds. The centre of the phone 
camera and the optics can automatically be aligned

The device is made of soft material to protect your eyepiece from three 
directions and a screw locks your mobile phone firmly and stably in position.

What's in the box
1 x Smartphone adapter

12
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Gosky Universal Telescope Phone Adapter

Compatible with Spotting Scopes, Binoculars, Monoculars, Microscopes

Fit Almost All Brands of Smartphones (Big Type) from width 54mm-95mm

About this item

Updated phone holders. Fit almost all brands of smartphones on the market with or without a 

case from small to large such as all iPhone series, Samsung Note, Sony and many other brands.

Capturing and Sharing.

Easily get your mobile phone connecting with a telescope, microscope, spotting scope or 

binoculars. Take images or videos of the view and share them to your friends and families

Quick Alignment Version and Super easy to use.

Align the camera and optics in few seconds. The centre of phone camera and the optics can 

automatically be aligned

Soft material to protect your phone and a screw locks mobile phone firmly and stably

What's in the box

1 x Smartphone Adapter
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Car / Vehicle Window Mount Tripod

.
Adjustable Vehicle Car Window Mount - Heavy duty clamp 

support with 1/4" screw thread for use on vehicle windows.

Two-way pan head for convenient adjustment and panning. The 

handle twists to tighten and loosen the pivot joints.

Rubber on the surface to connect your window and on the surface 

to your camera or scope. The unit is made up of a solid metal 

composite/plastic construction.

Full 360-degree rotation function for the perfect viewing angle. 

Perfect for game viewing, covert surveillance, safaris, scope 

photography and much more.

What's in the box

1 x Adjustable vehicle/car window mounted tripod

https://www.takealot.com/gosky-eagleview-ed-10x42-binoculars-with-smartphone-adapter/PLID73687113
https://www.takealot.com/gosky-eagleview-ed-10x42-binoculars-with-smartphone-adapter/PLID73687113
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Telescope Accessories

Solomark 1.25-Inch Telescope Eyepiece and Filter Set

Telescope Accessory Kit Includes 5 x Plossl Eyepiece Set, 7 x Filter Set, 2X Barlow Lens

Brand 

A complete starter assortment of useful 1.25 inch accessories to get the most out of your 

telescope

Five superior grade Plossl eyepieces, 6mm/8mm/12.5mm/20mm/40mm Plossl Eyepiece, 

all eyepieces are fully multi-coated for maximum contrast and resolution

The kit includes 7 great filters for any telescope, a Polarizing Filter #3,a Moon & Skyglow 

Filter, and 5 planetary eyepiece Filters:No.56 Green, No.12 Yellow, No 23A Red, No.21 

Orange and No.82A Blue.A 2x, 1.25-inch Barlow lens doubles the magnifying power of 

your eyepiece by doubling its effective focal length, giving you a total of ten power 

combinations.

It is a good gift for everyone who loves astronomy:The Aluminum Carrying Case is 

sturdy and well-built and holds all of the included items in the die-cut foam interior.

Bhatinov Masks

The Bahtinov mask is a device used to focus small astronomical telescopes accurately. 

Although masks have long been used as focusing aids, the distinctive pattern was 

invented by Russian amateur astrophotographer Pavel Bahtinov.

The Bahtinov or focusing mask is a brilliant aid to get perfect focus. When the telescope is 

pointed toward a bright star, the mask generates the typical pattern that makes the 

focusing procedure easy. Adjust the focus of your telescope till you will see a 

symmetrical pattern.

Masks now feature 3 holes which can be attached with 3 screws to prevent the mask from 

falling off the front of the telescope.

It will take less than 1 minute to achieve perfect focus with your new mask and will mean 

you spend more time imaging photons rather than focusing on them

Light weight so you won't upset the balance on your scope

SOLOMARK Baader Solar Filter for Front of Telescope

The Baader Solar Filter is for telescopes with a dew tube front end diameter of 145m-

175m. 

A must-have, white light filter for safely observing the sun and sunspots without 

damaging your eyes.With this filter the Sun will appear to be a neutral, eye-pleasing 

white color. See sunspots, eclipses, and planetary transits of the Sun safely with your 

telescope and this filter

Made with high-quality, streak-free and blister-free Baader Astro Solar Safety Film

Optical density: 5.0 Aperture of the telescope

CAUTION: Never look at the Sun, either directly or through a telescope, without a 

professionally made protective solar filter installed that completely covers the front of the 

instrument, or permanent eye damage could result
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Telescope Accessories

SOLOMARK Universal Dovetail Base for Finder Scope

Attach a dovetail base to your telescope to mount a finderscope

Compatible with a finder scope, Laser Pointer bracket or reflex sight bracket on telescopes, 

great for adding a second or third aiming device to your telescope.

Made of high strength Aluminum with Anodizing Aluminium Process. The base is made of die-

cast metal and features two large thumbscrew locks. Includes two M5 screws.

Ideal for custom installation of any finder scope, fits most bracket designs from Celestron, 

Orion, Sky-watcher, Vixen, etc.

Compatable with finder scope, Laser Pointer bracket on telescopes.

T2 Ring Adapter with Metal 1.25” adapater for Canon, Nikon or Sony

Compatible with DSLR and SLR Cameras with EF Mounts

This useful accessory allows you to attach your Camera to the standard 1.25 inch eyepiece of a 

Telescope

1.25 Inch Camera Photography Telescope Eyepiece Holder Adapter 31.7mm-1.25" to T T2 / 1.25 

Inch M42 DSLR/SLR Prime Adapter for Telescope

CNC Metal Construction-

Made of machined, anodized aluminum

T2 Ring Adapter with Metal 2” adapater for Canon, Nikon or Sony

Compatible options for Nikon, Canon and Sony DSLR and SLR  Cameras

2 Inch Camera Photography Telescope Eyepiece Holder Adapter 

31.7mm-2" to T T2 / 2 Inch M42 DSLR/SLR Prime Adapter for Telescopes

CNC Metal Construction 

Made of machined, anodized aluminum

Solomark 2" Eyepiece Extension Tube (40mm long) with M48 Thread 
Adapter

1. Made of high-quality aluminum and anodized black, durable for long time usage.

2. Suitable for a 2-inch telescope focusing device, eyepiece, or accessory.

3. Equipped with locking finger screws for insertion of astronomical fittings.

4. The brass compression screw is used for 2inch eyepiece and astronomical photography filters,

5. Easy to use and portable, convenient to carry and store.

Solomark Telescope Adapter T/T2 Male Thread 42mm to Male 48mm

Objective Lens Diameter 42 Millimeters to 48mm low profile

It is a fully metal durable adapter.

Male screw thread to the camera lens: 42mm

Male screw thread to filter: 48mm

Made of anodized Aluminium - Telescope Digiscoping Adapter


